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lethods for Cataloguing, Storing, and
Retriev_ng Latge Volvmes of Tape-Recorded (.onversations-

One of the major problems encountered in doing lin tistic re-

search from tape recorded material is the following: how to find tape

content for later, more detailed analysis of data? To deal with this

problem in research on the use of language in the medical setting, we

have devised a system which -llows rapid access to any segment of re.-

corded conve,ation. We present here a description of our methodology

in the hope that it will not only serve as a guide for !_nves':igators

engaged in similar research with recorded data but also to ?licit

comments and suggestions.

The method commonly employed in analyzing taped conversations is

to first transcribe (typescript) the recording and then code the rele-

vant material from transcriptions. Transcription of conversation is a

laborious process requiring from six to eight hours of typing for each

hour of tapa and the search for specific data even from typed material

rema ins diffiLult and time-consuming. Even so, because working directly

from tapes is a laborious and tedious task, investigators tend to use

typescripts, otten without realizing that, no matter what mode of trans-

cription has been use (phonetic oL orthographic), they are no longer

truly studying the utterances but only le coding of them. Since we

thoroughly believe that the study of natural language must be based on

sources as close as possible to the actual spoken word, we have devel-

oped a method of cataloguing tape recorded material which e. us

1This work was supported by a gra t from the :lobert ';ood Johnson
Foundation.
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to eliminate the need for transcriptions and to rapidly find a segment

of interest on the original tape.

Our project on the use of language in medicine is being carried out

at the Cornell University Aedical Colle;;e and involves the study of con-

versations between patients and doctors recorded in natural medical

ettings. Our long-rerm goal is to study veral interaction in medical

setting, to draw conclusions on how speakers bear and understand eac:,

other in natural conversation, and to use this material to ',each med,Lcal

students the uses and functions of languare as a tool in medicine.

this end we have collected data which represent over 900 hours of re-

corded material involving 'lore than 2000 patient interviews and 800

patients. The largest segment represents recordings of patie pri-

vate practice, while the remainder involves hospital in-Tati 2

1:ecording

in order to use this recorded material as a teaching tool, the pro-

ject has developed recording methods which approximate studio qualitv

stereophonic reproduction. Several recording systems are employed. The

private practice method th:es a separate Sennheisc.t wireless transmitting

microphone for the doctor and pati2nt. The two receivers are connected

to a 1/4 inch stereo 1:evox A-77 tape recorder located in a separate room;

each receiver records on a separate track. Doctor-patient interactions

with hospitalized patients are also recorded stereophonically employing

a Superscope portable stereophonic cassette recorder and separate high

2Informed consent has been obtained for each recorded patient, and
all tavs and individual patients :lave ben asigned random numbers.



fidelity EC:4-50 microphones attached to doctor and patient. Even when

qualitv microphones are w;ed, !stereophonic roprodu(tiuns come

V-1 v Lo i;ittii aI conve rsa t i un .

CaLaloguing of Tape P.eeorded Conversation

We have devised a system which consists of dividing the recorded

content of a taie to be analyzed into eight dirferent categories. Accord-

ingly, we have chosen to organize the cataloguing into eight columns

running down a page (see a sample of a cattilone page in Appendix A).

The leftmost column (1), indicates the addr.2ss of an utterance, followed

-by column (2) who is speaking, (3) the kind ol main conversational divi-

sion (narrative, explanation, etc.), (4) the specific speech act (ques-

tion, request, etc.), (5) the lexical content, (6) miscellaneous linguis-

A_c and non-linguistic information, (7) the attit.Jde or affect displayed

by the speaker, .,:nd finally (8) the conceptual category (an abstract

interpretation oil the subject under discussion).

We will now examine each of these 2ategories.

1. Address. This entry represents the time measured from the

beginning of the tape in hours, minutes, seconds, at which an utterance

takes place. Other category entries are referenced in terms of this

address.

2. Speaker. Speakers are coded by letters starting with the

1-ginning of the alphabet. The physician is always assigned letter A,
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the patient B. Other participants in the interview are assigned letters

alphabetically. The names of the doctor and patient are not catalogued.3

3. nain Conversational Division. Although each interview is com-

posed of many utterances by both doctor .and patient, these tend to group

into reoccurring recognizable units. For our purposes, we have found

nine different classifications sufficient to capture what is going on

at any time. Each is therefore analyzed into successive contiguous

main conversational divisions which function as:

a) Opening-closing: a social ritual such as a greeting and leave-

taking.

b) Narrative: a sequence of utterances performed by a speaker

usuall7 reporting on symptoms, facts, or events.

c) Explanation: a sequence of utterances performed by one speaker

whose intent is to ensure a hearer's understanding of a particular point

or subject. It often involves argumentation or attempts at persuasion.

The main d-fference between narratives and explanations is that

the latter supply reasons for the arguments presented by the speaker,

while the former mainly function as reporting devices. Both narratives

and explanations (usually performed with statements) can be interrupte,:

by the listeners or by the speaker himself by asking a question, seeking

acknowledgment, etc. These interruptions are entered in column (4),

speech acts. If the narrative or explanation is resumed immediately

thereafter, it is still considered part of the same main conversational

division. In the folloving example, an explanation is interruPted with

a question:

3Pertinent personal data on patient -,nd doctor are filed separately
and can he matched with each interview :or z-tatistical purposes.

6
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Doctor: It is a sign to me, when you talk about
pain, Caat that leg needs work, because
restricting the use of a joint will gi\.
you real trouble. Do you understand
I mean? If you put a shoulder into a sling
and just leave it there, it will freeze.

d) Interrogation: a series of questions on the same general sub-

ject. This main conversational division includes questions and answers,

and may greatly vary in length, depending on wheOer it covers questions

on the personal and medical history, or specific questions reported by

the patient.

e) Elicitation: a series of short questions zeroing in on a

specific subject. For example:

Doctor: When did your pain start?

Patient: Not too long ago.

Doctor: What do you mean? A month ago or a week
ago?

Patient: I'd say it's closer to a week.

Doctor: Did you have it last Monday?

Patient: No, I don't think so.

Doctor: how about Tuesday?

Patient: Yeah, I guess that's when it started.

f) Bantering: casual joking or flirting behavior between patient

and doctor on subjects peripheral or unrelated to the interview topic.

g) Idling: casual conversation between patient and doctor on a

subject peripheral or unrelated to the actual interview topic. Both of

these verbal activities usually serve to relieve tension during physical

examinaticas or to esLablish rapport between patient and doctor.

h) Persuading: sequence o: utterances bv which the speaker attempts

tc convince the hearer of his po:nt of view. nen this activity is

7
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pertormed by the doctor, it usully is a:1 attempt on his part to induce

the patient to comply with his instructions related to therapeutic pur-

pos('s.

i) Discussing: a secuence of utterances involving both the doct.or

and patient which may lack unity of content and in which, for instance,

a'variety of questions are raised or alternative decisions are presented

and considered. For example:

Doctor: It ought co be much better in 24 hours.

Patient: The other ear, too?

Doctor: Yes.

Patient: I still have the bronchitis. What should
I do about it?

Doctor:

Patient:

Doctor:

When did it start?

Last week.

Keep taking erythromycin and keep the
bedroom humidified.

4. Speech Acts. Whereas main conversational divisions are units

composed ,f more than one utterance, a. speech act shnuld be viewed as

what the speaker does in a single utterance. The terin refers to the

point of an individual utterance wherein a speaker expresses his intent,

say, to inform, apologize, promise, etc. (of course, the actual, verb

which names the act may rot be used -- one may inform without actually

saying "I'm informing you that..."). Although main conversational divi-

sions are composed of series of speech acts, only certain speech acts

have great relevance for our cataloguing. We found the following

to be adequate for our present needs:

informing
acknowledging
verifying
diagnosing

6



correctinr
warning
praising
reassuring
apologizing
criticizing
challenging
complaining
directing
requesting (for information, clarifition, reassurance,

permission, confirmation)
suggesting
permitting
hedging

5. Lexical Ccantent. This column represents the speaker',s actual

spokea words entered in telegraphic .:orr. it is a drastic condensation

of the conversation, but allows one to follow the conversation. For

example:

Patient:

lot indigestion Sometimes I've had a lot of, um,

indigestion, and there'd be, you

burping know, burping. Sometimes I'd feel

very full not eat very full and not want to eat. Other

appetite not interfered times I'd, my appetite wouldn't be

interfered Yith at all, but I'd

lot bowel problems nave a lot of bowel problems.

6. :liscellaneous. This column represents linguistic and non-lin-

guistic information. It is entered according to the following classifi-

cation:

a) physical location. indicates where the interaction takes place,

e.g., examining room, office, hospital, etc.

b) physical activity: indicates potential correlation 'Detween

various s2peech activities (banter, idling) and Tarts of physical exami-

nation. 9



c) transition from location to location: indicates changes in

location.

(I) pronoun: indicates when rference is made to a thild party.

e) personal/medical history: indicates the beginning and end of

history-taking. When the patient's history is uneventful, no details

are en tered in the main conversational division or speech act column.

Ent for research on routine history-taking, retrieval J)f_ the data is

made possible from this column.

f) telephone interruptions: indicates beginning and end of phone

conversation.

g) other intertiptions: indicates beginning and end of interrup-

tion.

h) silences: indicates beginning and end of pauses i signifi-

cantly longer than expected in normal conversation.

i) incomplete sentences: indicates when speaker does not complete

sentence(s).

j) obvious miscommunication: indicates when misunderstandings

occur.

k) shared information: indicates when speakers refer to subjects

(liscussed on previous occasions in covert terms.

1) common assumptions: indicates when speakers discuss medical

or other subjects in terms presupposing knowledge.

7. Attitude/Affect. This column covers the attitude or affect

displayed by a speaker in a particular segment of the interview. It is

obviously a subjective interpretation of the cataloguEr's perception.

It does not necessarily match what a speaker says, but captures what

emotion is being conveyed. If no conspicuous at':itude or n.fect is

10
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perceived by the cataloguer, no entry is necessary in this category.

When ambiguity occurs, more than one entry can be madc u%deL one address.

The following list covers the expressions of attitude or a'fect hich

we have found useful as entries:

hostile/friendly
fearful/confident
compliant/resistant
embarrassed
,assive/aggressive
complaining
denying

concerned/detached
disappointed/relieved
apologetic/pretentio.as
minimizing/exaggerating
sarcastic
surprised

The choice among these possibilities is determined in many instances

through the cataloguer's interpretation of the intonation, inflection,

rate of speech, pauses, and so on. Intercataloguer reliability of these,

ratings runs mach higher than we had originally anticipated.

8. Conceptual Category. Thf is t .e most abstract categor7, since

it requires an interpretation by the aloguer of the real subject under

discussion in a particular segment of tape; for example, pain, family

problems, illness, fear of death, fear of illness, and so on.

finite list of subjectS is possible, since the topics involved are

numerous and the real subject may never be explicitly mentioned. For

example:

hernia

self

sickness

11

Patient:

I have--I was 32 years in my job,

I never took time off for sickness

except one hernia, hernia operation,

and I feel pretty good, but sometimes

I'm a little bit tired, In_it I'm

pretty busy, you know, I mean.

9



Doctor:

Patient:

:laybe t.lis has somethin:,:, to do with

aging it: But l'm retired--since two years
retirement
!ielf ago--and try to he as actiYe as

possible.

(See also Appendix A.)

At any point of the conversation, the content of one, two, or even

all eight categories may be relevant and require cataloguing in the

appropriate column. it is obvious that in attempting to reflect what

one hears, some parts of the catalogue are less subjective (who is speaking)

and some very subjective, such as affect or conceptual categories. Several

things should be kept in mind, however: 1) the catalogue is merely a

method of retrieving data ftom tape recordings; 2) it is a.cataloguing

and not a coding system, both in its original and computerized forms,

and any part of the cataloguing can be changed, deleted, or enlarged;

3) in the most subjective categories, more than one entry is possible

even if one appears to conflict with anothe':; 4) like all skills, cata-

loguing imdroves in speed and acc.Jracy.

Catalogued information can be stored in a computer in such a way that

the file can be systematically searched, according to a set of criteria

chosen from our categories, and matched with personal data. For example,

the computer could co-)Lle a list of every tape number 7.,1,1 tape address

containing male patients over fifty describing pain associated with heart

disease. The tape number and respectiVe address (time) then L id the

investigator directly to the segment of tape to be researched, an opera-

tion that is not automatic, hut very rapid when using the laboratory's



tape search technology. khile this allows semiautomation ci the search,

the same method can he employed using tape revolution counters v.hen they

have been calihrated against time. One could then examine, say, the

conient and form of the ptient':; report of symptoms (narrative), his

attitude, his conceptions of tlfe disease. One could also examine the

doctor's responses to the patient, his attitude and his ow-7, ,:oncPptinn of

the disease. Obviously, not every utterpnce is catalogued.

The cataloguer thus determines which parts of the interview should

.1,e captured or left out. This decision is basecl on predetermined cri-

teria regarding the relevance of form and content of ::hat; needs to be

retrieved.

La ummary, the project has developed a method that begins to solve

the problem of :ftorage and Access to large volumes of tape-recorded con-

tent. While the contents of our categories were developed to meet the

needs of_ our specifc research area, we feel that our system can be

adapted to the particular needs of other researchers engaged in similar

wori :. whose efforts have been hamd by the lack of. an efficient sYstc.m

of ser(:a and retrieval of recorded data.

l)
I 0
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APPENDIX A

Transcript of Recorded Conversation
Corresponding Cataloguing Sample
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Log 1167777

B: I have really no complaint!i, but I'm at an age where you need once

in a while a check-up.

A: How old are yoh?

B: Uh, I will be 0 In lfav.

A: lim-hm.

B: I have, I ,,:as )2 ,ars in my job with X, but I never took time off

for sicknes, except one herffia hernia operation. And--I feel

pretty good--but :-,omet.L;leH I'm n littli hIt tired, but I'm pretty

busy, you know, IA

A: llm-hm.

B: Something to do viLh it. ref it tt 0 ince Luc years, and I try

to be as a:tive ,

A: i'jtat do you do.

B: I'm, on the st., the :vcroitv for uh, recording opera-

tions, Htilt t Ann fnen I did some teaching

at the V :;chool, no Noy do If. un, P. University.

A: IIm-Lm.

B: And--the rLst o; I and II tin rHoom, uh, 'cause I

was very mnci: ph;-:Lography.

A: lh-Lm.

B: And--the only complaiht:; : have--my--I t I :illed everything

out; t don't hav,i any really, ekcept lf i H 'cry cold and I have

no !mliller on, chef) 1--feel uncomfortable around the chest. Not,

not that: I have to :-;tup, bht ju.;t. hot -e7-v

A: You mean when vcu waLk alohg LI, :ft:ref:4 1 :(,ei ft.!

B: Yes. Yeh.

12



A: If the wind is blowin on You?

B: LI, 's very uold and I'm not wnrm cnougn.

A: how lon;; has that bee?

A vedi, two or no.

A: it worse tais wihier thaa was las I winter?

B: much less.

A: :1m-am. Dees it happen any o L ; r timc-7

II: ilm-nomayhe if I walk, too iast, uphill, which 1, I have no reason

to do, really.

B: :1111-hm. And--is that also a year Or two?

B: Yeah, L guess so.

A: (telephone interruption) 7/les. ma'am,

tell me ahout yourseti. Heh, heh. ',-Paat do you have there? :;ot

ten Co thirty yoll don'twhat color is iL7 because that's not a

dosage that's used, thirty in't used. Tv.o. I-if they're blue,

they're ten; if they're white, they're two. Ah. ilm-hm. Right.

Alrightie; well, codeine is for milder pain, Percodan is for more

severe pain, and Valium is so you'll he relaxed. Yeah, helps color,

with muscLe spasm. I don't wantI don't wand., uh, I want

you just to heal, justno, 1 duaTt. Just let it heal the 'wed, old-

fashioned way, will you let mc do that? , not vet. hell, I know,

you, we all know how inconvenient doctors are, right? Yes. I want

you to give me a call on--aturday, andsihce
I may be off call,

you jin,t sny, "he asl:_ed me to call, and told me lie would he off call,

and would you just s-, give him the mos-;age ti it I alled." And

I'll p2t hack to you, 'cause I'm onna c tot': neyt week, and I'd

iiho to se(, you hetore go, i I ma-

hack on Sunday. Alri-htle? Ali r_ (1.(1r.

1 6

di-id look it !our
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Ahoui hoe long 1:; that? The walkip' up,

B: Only v-, really-1'd say, really only if it'f; very cold.

A: Mm-hm.

L: And 1 have nothing, no warm--

A: If you go up a flight of subway steps?

B: Doesn't Lother me at all.

A:

B: Steps don't, never bother meI'm, I'm European, J'm not scared of

steps.

A: Mm-hm.

B: Sootherwise, I have really very little complaints. Once in a while,

ram, i have a littlefast heartbeat, which goes away very fast, I

mean, and, I take a deep breath, and then it disappears, and some-

times, uh, I think 1 skip a beat once in a while--

A: When you say you have a fast heartbeat, how fast?

B: Not more than...maybe a hundred and twelve or so.

A: Andwhen will that happen?

B: (pause) That's a good question. Vahout particular...wh-when

I get excited about something. 1 guess.

A:

B: I'm very irritable. That's the only thing.

A: Gee, I ask like this because when v(A1--

B: Yah--

A: Slip angina by me like that, you see, and--as though we're talkin'

about, you know, ingrown toenails or somethinghen we really both

know that, although iL, uh, we, it's an--

1 7
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A: It's an important symptom, uh...

h: ur(., sure, that's why I'm--mutionin all_ these things--

A:

Othr symptorm;, as I marked dawn, are--once in a while, I have

to get up and pee at night. Very seldom.

A: Hes a doctor ever given you medication for that constriction _Ln

your chest?

B: No.'

A:

B: No, it's just, I shouldn't, n-, it's the cold weather, it gi-s--

coastricted, that's all.

A:

B: L have never taken medication for anything, I-I, I never take medi-

cations.

A: Is that a--religious belief you have, now?

B: No, n3t at all, not at all. But, uh, I-don't believe in aspirin;

I mean, if I feel a cold coming, I take an aspirin, but this is

about as much...and I got the first time flu shots this uh, winter.

18
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APPENDIX A - #2

TAPE QUALIFY: excellent GENERAL COMMENTS: denying

LOG #67777 PT #3-80993 FIRST VISIT? yes

I Il III IV

ADDRESS qiKR MIN SPEECH

CONVER- ACT

SATIONAL

DIVISION

000001 A opening

000011 B

000011 B narrative

000IL.

001111,i

A

o

aknowlg

V VI VII VIII

LEXICAL M1SC ATT/ C(ai:',PUAL

CONTENT AFFICT CAlEGNiL

i

office

really no complaints

need checkup feel pretty sickness, hernia

good somatimes tired pretty self

busy

mm-hm

retired two years retirement, selt, aging

Heording, photography hohhv

Dedv,ing only complaint

don't have any really

except if cold

feel uncomfortable, chest Hiest discomlort

when walk?

00206 yes

19 20



LOG #6/777 PT #3-80993 (con't)

I II III IV V VI VII VIII

ADDRESS SPKR MAIN SPEECH LEXICAL M1SC ATT/ CONCEPTUAL

CONVER- ACT CONTENT AFFECT CATEGORIES

SATIONAL

DIVISION

00209 A if wind blowing

000216 B if very cold

000219 . A how long?

000226 B 1-2 years

000231 A worse this winter?

000243 B no much less

000'249 A any other time?

0002'J', B no if walk too fast uphill

0009 A

00049

000550 A

000557 B

21

hedging no reason to do really

about how long?

only really if cold

start

phone

end

phone

forceiul

minimizing

minimizing

22



LOG #67777 PT 1;3-80993 (con't)

I II III IV V VI VII VIII

ADDRESS SPKR MAIN SPEECH LEXICAL MISC ATT/ CONCEPTUAL

CONVER- ACT CONTENT AFFECT CATECORIES

SATIONAL

DIVISION

000613 A

000628 B informing

000639 A acknowldg

000645 B informing

000629 A

000743 B

000752 A

000758 B

000813 A challenge

000857 B acknowldg

informing

000921 A

23

if go up steps?

steps don't bother me

mm-hm

once in a while fast heartbeat

goes away very fast

skip a beat once in a while

how fast?

not more than 112

when?

when excited I. guess

very irritable

when slip angina by me

sw,e

once in a while get ty at nigilt

Isz, ever given you 7wEratIon lor

couslrietion in chCSI?

minimizing

casual

self

irritability

vtli)ris

coutridiHn

2



LOG #67777 PT #3-80993 (con't)

I II III IV V VI VII VIII

ADDRESS SPKR MAIN SPEECH LEXICAL MISC ATT/ CONCEPTUAL

CONVER- ACT CONTENT AFFECT CATEGORIES

SATIONAL

DIVISION

000933 B no

just cold weather constricted

000950 A acknowldg mm-hm

000956 B informing never take medications medication

001004 A religious belief? self

001101 B no

don't believe in aspirin

first time flu shot
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